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AF_AD_E6_B3_95_c86_503772.htm 201. The boom in agricultural

exports in the early 1970’s emptied United States grain bins and

many were led to thinking that overproduction was now a problem

of the past.(A) many were led to thinking that overproduction was

now(B) many had been led to thinking of overproduction as if it

were(C) the thought this led to was that overproduction had

become(D) led many to the thought of overproduction as if it were

(E) led many to think that overproduction had become202. Besides

yielding such psychological rewards as relief from stress, deep

relaxation, if practiced regularly, can strengthen the immune system

and produce a host of other physiological benefits.(A) deep

relaxation, if practiced regularly, can strengthen the immune

system(B) one can strengthen the immune system through deep

relaxation, if it is practiced regularly(C) the immune system can be

strengthened as a result of deep relaxation if practiced regularly(D)

when deep relaxation is practiced regularly, the immune system can

be strengthened (E) when practiced regularly, the results of deep

relaxation can be to strengthen the immune system203. With a total

population of less than two hundred and fewer breeding females than

ever before, the American crocodile seemed a decade ago to be in

danger of disappearing.(A) of less than two hundred and fewer(B)

lower than two hundred and less(C) lesser than two hundred and

fewer(D) fewer than two hundred and less (E) of fewer than two



hundred and of fewer204. During the recession of 1973, home

mortgage foreclosures resulted in tens of thousands of Americans

being evicted from homes that they can no longer afford monthly

payments.(A) that they can(B) that they could(C) on which they

can(D) because they can (E) for which they could205. The federal

government requires hospitals to tell a Medicare patient of their legal

right of challenge their discharge if they feel they are being sent home

prematurely.(A) hospitals to tell a Medicare patient of their(B)

hospital to tell Medicare patients that they have a(C) hospitals to tell

Medicare patients that there is a(D) that hospitals tell a Medicare

patient of their (E) that hospitals tell a Medicare patient that they

have a206. Scorched by fire, stained by water, and inscribed in

cramped handwriting, the seventeenth-century Dutch documents on

the beginnings of New York City were long ignored by historians,

depending instead on English sources for information.(A) the

seventeenth-century Dutch documents on the beginnings of New

York City were long ignored by historians, depending(B) the

seventeenth-century Dutch documents on the beginnings of New

York City were long ignored by historians, who depended(C)

historians long ignored the seventeenth-century Dutch documents

on the beginnings of New York City, depending(D) historians long

ignored the seventeenth-century Dutch documents on the

beginnings of New York City and depended (E) historians long

ignored the seventeenth-century Dutch documents on the

beginnings of New York City, they depended207. Geologists believe

that the Bering land bridge, over which human beings are thought to



have first entered the Americans, disappeared about 14,000 years ago

when massive glaciers melted and caused the sea level to rise several

hundred feet worldwide.(A) are thought to have first entered(B)

were thought first to enter(C) were thought at first to enter(D) are

thought of as first entering (E) were thought to first enter208.

Contrary to popular opinion, the movement toward a service

economy is leading neither to lower standards of living, more of an

unequal distribution of income, or displacing the physical

production of goods.(A) leading neither to lower standards of living,

more of an unequal distribution of income, or(B) leading neither to

lower standards of living nor a more unequal distribution of income,

or(C) not leading to either lower standards of living nor to more of

an unequal distribution of income, and neither is it(D) not leading to

lower standards of living, more of an unequal distribution of income,

and it is not (E) not leading to lower standards of living or to a more

unequal distribution of income, nor is it209. Television programs

developed in conjunction with the marketing of toys, which was

once prohibited by federal regulations, are thriving in the free market

conditions permitted by the current Federal Communications

Commission.(A) Television programs developed in conjunction

with the marketing of toys, which was once prohibited by federal

regulations, are(B) Television programs developed in conjunction

with the marketing of toys, a practice that federal regulations once

prohibited, is(C) Developing television programs in conjunction

with the marketing of toys, as once prohibited by federal regulations,

is(D) Federal regulations once prohibited developing television



programs in conjunction with the marketing of toys, but they are (E)

Federal regulations once prohibited developing television programs

in conjunction with the marketing of toys, but such programs

are210. If additional deposits of oil are found, it will expand the

amount that can be used as fuel and reduce the price of oil, even if

the deposits are not immediately tapped.(A) it will expand the

amount that can be used as fuel and reduce the price of oil(B) the

amount that is able to be used as fuel will expand and the price of oil

be reduced(C) it will cause an increase in the amount that is able to

be used as fuel and a reduction in the price of oil(D) the amount that

can be used as fuel will increase and the price of oil will 0drop (E) it

will increase the amount of oil that can be used as fuel and cause a

0drop in the price211. By 1914, ten of the western states had granted

women the right to vote, but only one in the East.(A) only one in the

East(B) only one eastern state(C) in the East there was only one

state(D) in the East only one state did (E) only one in the East

had212. Following the destruction of the space shuttle Challenger,

investigators concluded that many key people employed by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and its contractors

work an excessive amount of overtime that has the potential of

causing errors in judgment.(A) overtime that has the potential of

causing(B) overtime that has the potential to cause(C) overtime that

potentially can cause(D) overtime, a practice that has the potential

for causing (E) overtime, a practice that can, potentially, cause213.

Some historians of science have argued that science moves forward

not so much because of the insights of great thinkers but because of



more mundane developments, such as improved tools and

technologies.(A) because of the insights of great thinkers but because

of(B) because of the insights of great thinkers as the result of(C)

because of the insights of great thinkers as because of(D) through the

insights of great thinkers but through (E) through the insights of

great thinkers but result from214. Unlike in other transportation

industries, there are no minimum standards set by government or

industry for qualifying for being an engineer on a train.(A) Unlike in

other transportation industries, there are no minimum standards set

by government or industry for qualifying for being(B) Unlike other

transportation industries that have minimum standards set by

government or industry, there are none for qualifying to be(C)

Although the government or industry usually sets minimum

standards for transportation industries, no such one has been set for

qualifying as to being(D) Although the government or industry

usually sets minimum standards for transportation industries, no

such standard has been set for qualifying to be (E) Although there are

usually minimum standards set by government or industry for

transportation industries, there is none for qualifying and being215.

Ralph Eilison and Amiri Baraka both argued that music was perhaps

the ultimate expression of Afro-American culture, that it was the one

vector of African culture that there was no possibility to

eradicate.(A) that it was the one vector of African culture that there

was no possibility to eradicate(B) the one vector of African culture

that could not be eradicated(C) for it was the one vector of African

culture, and that it was impossible to eradicate(D) a vector of African



culture that there was no possibility to eradicate (E) as being the one

vector that could not be eradicated from African culture 100Test 下
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